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TWO WEIGHT FUNCTION NORM INEQUALITIES FOR

THE POISSON INTEGRAL

BY

BENJAMIN MUCKENHOUPTi1)

ABSTRACT.   Let f(x) denote a complex valued function with period

27T, let

2-n —t i _ 2r cos (a: - y) + r¿

be the Poisson integral of f(x) and let \I\ denote the length of an interval /.

For 1 < p < °° and nonnegative U(x) and V(x) with period 27T it is shown

that there is a C, independent of /, such that

sup    f\Pr(f, x)\P U(x)dx < cf  l/(*)lp V(x)dx
0<r<l -f -f

if and only if there is a £ such that for all intervals /

1p-i.
hçfj U(x) dxJ^Sjl KCx)l-l/(P-D dxj <B.

Similar results are obtained for the nonperiodic case and in the case where

U(x)dx and V(x)dx are replaced by measures.

1. Introduction.  In [4] Rosenblum showed that if 1 <p < °°, 0 < r < 1,

f(x) has period 2zr and p is a finite Borel measure with period 2tt, then there is a

C, independent of r and /, such that

(1 -1) £ IP,(/, x)\p dp(x) < c£ \f(x)\p dp(x)

if and only if dp(x) = V(x)dx is absolutely continuous and there is a constant K,

independent of x and A, such that

ni\ lr*+*r   1    r'+"T„ . J11/(i'-1)J ^ „
(L2) d-z, Lw>U F(S)*J     dt<K
for all A > 0 and all x.  It is easy to see that a necessary and sufficient condition

for (1.2) to hold is that there is a B such that for every interval /

(L3)      [j/íí md*\ [ilr//[Fwr1/(p"1)^]p"1 <*
_
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this follows from the fact that the left side of (1.2) is bounded below by

i r+ft/2 U- [x+h<2 v(s)ds~\xKp-i) dt
hJx-h/2 lhV(t)Jx-hi2 KwasJ at

and above by

ij—r i r-Vi^sl1^-1^,
hJx-2h  \JlV(t)Jx-2h      w     J

Rosenblum also considered (1.1) when p = 1; he proved the same result with

(1.2) replaced by

The purpose of this paper is to give a simpler proof than Rosenblum's of

a more general result.  Specifically, the following will be proved in § §2 and 3.

Theorem 1. 7/1 < p < °°, 0 < r < 1, p. and v are Borel measures of

period 2ir and f(x) has period 2ir, then there is a C, independent of fand r, such

that

(1-4) i*   \Pr(f,x)\pdp(x)<cC   \f(x)fdv(x)
J —ft J —It

if and only if for every interval I

-    MMW^T<*
where B is independent of I and va denotes the absolutely continuous part of v.

In Theorem 1 and throughout this paper

["l   fpfra(*

Ll/lj'L  dx

is to be interpreted as ess supxeI[dva(x)/dx]~x if p = 1 and 0 • °° is to be inter-

preted as 0.

The nonperiodic version of Theorem 1 will follow from the same reasoning;

this is stated as Theorem 2 in §4. The fact that for nonnegative U(x) and V(x)

(1.6) sup   i" \Pr(f,x)\pU(x)dx<cC \f(x)\pV(x)dx

holds if and only if for every interval 7

0-7) [yjp S^dx^S^x^-^-^dxJ'1 <B

is an immediate corollary of Theorem 1.

In the light of recent results concerning other operators, Theorem 1 and this

,-l-i/(p-i)    "I-    Hp-i
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corollary are not as natural an extension of Rosenblum's result as they may seem.

For example, if 1 <p < °°, U(x) and V(x) axe nonnegative and U(x) = V(x), then

there is a C, independent of /, such that

(1.8) i* ( sup   \Pr(f,x)\)PU(x)dx<Cr \f(x)\p V(x)dx
J—Tt \0<r<l / J—it

if and only if (1.3) is true; this strengthened version of Rosenblum's result follows

from [2, Theorem 2, p. 215] since sup0<r<1\Pr(f, x)\ is equivalent to the Hardy-

Littlewood maximal function for nonnegative /   If the assumption U(x) = V(x)

is dropped, however, (1.7) does not imply (1.8); an example showing this is in §5

of [2].  In fact, the problem of characterizing the weight functions for which

(1.8) is true is unsolved and evidently quite difficult.  Similarly, it is shown in

[1] that if 1 < p < °°,   U(x) and V(x) axe nonnegative and U(x) = V(x), then

(1.3) is necessary and sufficient for

(L9) H ^(*)|P U(x)dx < Cil]f(x)f V(x)dx

where f(x) = lim^Q-i-/|f|>£(/(x: - t)/t)dt is the Hubert transform of f(x).

Again, (1.7) does not imply (1.9) if the assumption U(x) = V(x) is dropped; for

an example see [3].  It is rather surprising, therefore, that (1.7) is necessary and

sufficient for (1.6) whether it is assumed that U(x) — V(x) or not.

It should be noted that Theorem 1 does imply all of Rosenblum's result

with his assumptions that p = v and p([-zr, zr]) < °°. The only problem is to

show that (1.5) implies that p is absolutely continuous since (1.3) is obviously

equivalent to (1.5) once absolute continuity is proved. To prove that p is absolute-

ly continuous, observe that since p([-zr, ?t]) < °°, dpa(x)/dx < °° almost every-

where. If dpa(x)/dx = 0 on a set of positive measure, then (1.5) implies that

p([-n, zr]) = 0 and p is absolutely continuous. Therefore, assume that 0 <

dpa(x)/dx < °° almost everywhere. Then, for any interval /,

Applying Holder's inequality to the right side of (1.10) then shows that

Multiplying (1.11) by p(I) and using (1.5) shows that p(T) < Bpa(I); since this is

true for every interval /, p is absolutely continuous.

2. Proof that (1.5) implies (1.4). The proof of this part of Theorem 1 will

be done by proving two simple lemmas and then combining them. In this section

and §4 the notation, fh(x) = A-1/^"\f(t)\dt, will be used.
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Lemma  1. Iff(x) has period 2u and p and v are Borel measures with

period 2ir that satisfy (1.5), then for every h > 0,

(2.1) F [/„(*)]p dp(x) < 6p + XB F \f(t)f dv(x).
j —it J — 7r

Assume first that h < ir and let TV be the least integer such that TVTi > -k.

Then the left side of (2.1) is bounded by

p

^Yjl1   /-(fc+i)Ji      Vrx+n ~\p£j»   * U - l/(H ***
and this is bounded by

Nw^sx r „ r(*+>)*    irr(fc+2)i      T
(2.2)    fc^rL  *Hlv.¿ midt\
Using Holder's inequality on the second integral in (2.2) shows that (2.2) is

bounded by

« /p(r^, ft+iw)\/i ^k+2'HM'inp~i} dy~l

fc¿ArV * /\äVi)^   [d*J V

note that if dvjdx is 0 on a set of positive measure, p([~ir, tt]) = 0 and (2.2)

is still bounded by this. Now (1.5) with 7 = [(A: - l)h, (k + 2)h] shows that

this is bounded by

N— 1    r(k + 2)h
(2.3) 3?B   £  J l/(i)lp *„(/).

fc=-AT (*-1)A

Since all the intervals [(k - l)h, (k + 2)h] are subsets of [-2tt, 2tt] and no point

is in more than three of these intervals, (2.3) is bounded by

3p+1277r \f(t)fdv(t).
J —it

This completes the proof if h < it. If h > ir, fh(x) < 2/w(jc) and the result fol-

lows from the first part.

Lemma 2. Iff(x) has period 2n and 0 < r < 1, then there is a constant K,

independent of fand r, such that

(2.4) \Pr(f, x)\ <KCj2¿r(1 -r)h-2fh(x)dh.

By reversing the order of integration, the integral on the right side of (2.4)

is greater than or equal to
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rX + tr Ír27r .      ,       ~\
1/(01 (1 - ryT3 dh   dt

Jx-TT      JKJ   IJ\x-tW( 1-0 '

where \x - r|V(l - r) denotes the larger of \x - t\ and 1 - r.  The inner integral

can be calculated and is clearly greater than a positive constant times

2zr'
(_Izf._)
\(l -r)2 + 2r[l - cos(x - t)]J

since \x - t\ < zr. This proves Lemma 2.

To show that (1.5) implies (1.4), use Lemma 2 to show that the left side of

(1.4) is bounded above by

(2.5) Kp £ [£* (1 - zOA-2/„(x) dxjdp(x).

By Minkowski's integral inequality, (2.5) is bounded by

(2.6) Kp($2il[$n_Jfh(x)]pdp(x)JIP(l -r)h-2dhY

By Lemma 1, (2.6) is bounded by

6p+ ibkp I £ \f(pc)lPdl^\ I"J"^(1 - r)h~2dh\'

Since the last integral is less than 1, (1.4) follows.

3. Proof that (1.4) implies (1.5). This proof need only be done for intervals

/ with |/| < 2zr, since if |/| > 2tt the left side of (1.5) is bounded by 2P times its

value for the interval [-tt, tt] .  Given any f(x), let fx(x) = 0 on the support of

the singular part of v and let fx(x) = f(x) elsewhere. Then Pr(/i» x) = Pr(f, x)

and fün\fx(x)\pdv(x) = ftn\f(x)\pdva(x). Therefore, if dva(x)/dx is written as

V(x), (1.4) with / replaced by fx implies that

(3.1) £ \Pr(f, x)\pdp(x) < Cj^ l/(x)|p V(x)dx.

Consequently, the proof that (1.4) implies (1.5) can be completed by showing

that (3.1) implies (1.5) for intervals / with |/| < 2zr.

Given / with \T\ < 2tt, let Q = Si[V(x)]~ll{p~l)dx and let p = p/(p - 1).

If Q = 0, (1.5) follows because of the convention 0 • °° = 0. If Q = °°,   [V(x)]~1/p

is not in IP on I so there is a function g(x) in IP on / such that g(x)[V(x)]~1lp

is not integrable on /.   Let f(x) = g(x)[V(x)]~1^p on / and 0 elsewhere. Then

Pr(f, x) = °° for all x and the right side of (3.1) is finite since g(x) is in Lp on /.

Therefore, p(I) = 0 and (1.5) is true.

If 0 < ß < °° and p > 1, let/(x) = [F(x)]_1/(p_1> if x + 2zzzr GIfox some

integer zz and 0 elsewhere. Let r be the larger of 1 - |/| and 0. Then for x in /,
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Pr(f,x)>^$i[V(y)rxKP-xUy

where A is a positive constant independent of x, V, p and 7.  Then (3.1) implies

that

(3.2)       ¡^ /7 [V(y)]-x^-x^dyYdp(x) < cjj [?(*)] "'Z^1* dr.

Dividing by the integral on the right side of (3.2) then gives (1.5).

If 0 < Q < °° and p = 1, choose e > 0 and let E be the subset of 7 where

V(x) < e + ess infylEIV(y). Let f(x) equal 1 if x + 2nn G E for some integer n

and 0 otherwise, and let r be the larger of 1 - |7| and 0.  Then for x in 7, Pr(f, x)

>A\E\/\I\ where A is a positive constant independent of x, Fand7, and |7T| denotes

the Lebesgue measure of E.  Then (3.1) implies that

^)<C^|[e + esseinf^)].

Dividing by A \E\ and using the fact that e was arbitrary gives

*$? < -. ess inf FOO;|7|      ^    ye/      v/'

this is equivalent to (1.5) with the appropriate interpretation for p = 1.

4. The nonperiodic case.  Given f(x) defined on (-°°, °°), let

f(t,X) = lS   2tfW\2
ir->-°°t2 +(x-y)2

be the usual Poisson integral. The nonperiodic theorem is the following.

Theorem 2. // 1 < p < °°, t > 0 and p and v are Borel measures, then

there is a C, independent of f, such that

(4.1) f"  \f(t,x)\pdp(x)<cF \f(x)fdv(x)

if and only if for every interval I (1.5) holds where B is independent of I and va

denotes the absolutely continuous part of v.

The proof that (1.5) implies (4.1) uses the following analogues of Lemmas

1 and 2.

Lemma 3. 7/p and v are Borel measures that satisfy (1.5), then for every

h>0

jr. [/*(*)] "*»(*) < 3P+ißfz \f(t)\p dv(X).

Lemma 4.  77zei-e is a constant K, independent off and t, such that

\f(t,x)\<KS;th-2fn(x)dh.
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The proof of Lemma 3 is the same as that of Lemma 1 except that the sum

is taken from -°° to °° and the initial restriction on the length of / is not needed.

Lemma 4 is proved in the same way that Lemma 2 was. The rest of the proof

that (1.5) implies (4.1) is the same as the proof that (1.5) implies (1.4) except

that Lemmas 3 and 4 are used in place of Lemmas 1 and 2.

The proof that (4.1) implies (1.5) is essentially the same as the proof in §3;

the reduction to intervals / with |/| < 2tt is not needed and in the last two cases

t should be chosen equal to |/| instead of r being the larger of 1 - |/| and 0.
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